Where will mobile CRM take you?
Anywhere you want!

Resco Mobile CRM
Put CRM into your phone or tablet and see where the road takes you.
Expand your assets with a mobile-first solution.
Supported mobile platforms:
iPhone/iPad
Android

Windows

Resco Mobile CRM
All-in-one mobile solution for your business

OFFLINE FUNCTIONALITY

AIRTIGHT SECURITY

Offline means you are working with the data
stored on the tablet (or phone). You can view,
edit and manage the data, so functionality
such as ‘qualify a lead’ or ‘create an order’ is
not lost to you. All this time, you don’t need
to have an Internet access. You just need it for
synchronizing the app, so that the changes
you’ve made are saved on the server.

We go above and beyond to ensure your
information is safe & secure. From securing the
database with the highest encryption standard
to giving you the option to remotely lock the
application or wipe out data from it (should
something unexpected happen).

DEAD-SIMPLE TO USE
An app has to be easy, intuitive. So users will
actually use it. And be satisfied while doing so.
Resco Mobile CRM is touch-friendly (no small
buttons anywhere), fast (the response time is off
the charts) and intuitive (you just know what to
do straight away).
SUPPORT FOR CUSTOM ENTITIES AND
FIELDS
If you customized your CRM server and now
have your own, custom entities and fields,
you can have them in the mobile app as well.
Simply add them to the app with the Woodford
configurator.

SERVES EVERYONE
Mobile CRM increases the efficiency of your
team and drastically reduces their administrative
tasks—producing value at the time which
would otherwise remain unused, such as
traveling or waiting for appointments. But it
doesn’t have to be for employees only, since it
also enables you to create apps for customers,
partners and other business allies.
DEDICATED CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Get in touch with Resco’s support team
whenever needed and get your issue resolved in
no time. Our support guys are fast to respond
(and mostly accurate too). Just last year they
exchanged over 25,000 emails with people
needing help or assistance.

Popular features include (but are not limited to):
Signatures

Exchange & Gmail integration

Interactive map

Get an order or inspection
form signed right on the spot

Send & receive e-mails from
your mailbox of choice

Barcode scanning

Navigation

View your records (accounts,
appointments or other) on
a map

Scan the code to easily add it
to an order

Find your way to clients,
partners or prospects with
a single tap

Reminders

Color themes

Dropbox integration

Change the graphical
appearance of the app

View, update and share files
within the app

Automatic synchronization

Favorites

Save your work even if
you forget to sync the app
manually

Pin those frequently used
records to favorites section for
faster access

Advanced security

vCard, meCard support

Set access rights or remotely
lock tor wipe the app if
necessary

Populate contact’s or lead’s
fields based on a QR code

Iframes

Search records by name,
owner or any other field

Attachments

Access documents, photos or
HTML files via the app
SharePoint integration

Open, delete, upload and
replace documents on the go
Photo capturing

Take a picture of a repair,
product display or anything
else, really
Route planner

Plan your trip visually on
a map to create an optimal
route
Phone call & e-mail tracking

Save calls as CRM activities
& track your e-mails

Create stunning product
presentations or link to
websites

Get a notification of
an upcoming appointment

Configurable search

Language support

Choose from 16 default
languages or easily add a new
one

THERE YOU HAVE IT.
IF YOU WANT GREAT RESULTS,
RESCO MOBILE CRM IS THE
WAY TO GO.

Built mobile-first
Enhance your Field Services, Mobile Sales, even Marketing with all-in-one mobile CRM
solution.
Utilize your CRM in the palm of your hand even far beyond the places with signal and
internet connection. Get desktop familiarity into your phone or tablet no matter if you
favor Android, iOS or Windows.
Enhance the look and feel of the app to make it yours. On top of things, enjoy the endless
list of features designed for every mobile user.

Join the club
Trusted by over 1,800+ corporate customers including:

Get in touch!
www.resco.net

North America:

mobilecrm@resco.net

Rest of the World: +421 2 209 02 019

Follow us:

@RescoMobileCRM

+1 (857) 205-8750

@RescoDevelopers

linkedin.com/company/resco-net
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